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REPORT

TITLE

Don´t forget to
use headings

INTRODUCTION
-

The purpose of this report is to outline/describe/highlight/consider...
The aim of this report is to outline/describe/highlight/consider...

-

Some students/workers... were interviewed to find out their views
Some articles were read to get the information

HEADING PARAGRAPH 1
-

One advantage of ......is.....
On the other hand, it also presents some disadvantages
like...

You can use
numbers or
bullet points to
make a list

HEADING PARAGRAPH 2
-

It was felt by the majority of.... that There are strong arguments in favour of /
against...

FORMAL
STYLE

CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIONS
-

Taking all the above into consideration...
I recommend/suggest that + subject + present
simple
I would recommend/suggest + v-ing
It would be advisable to...

EXPRESS THE
CONCLUSION
IMPERSONALLY

ARTICLE
-

Don´t forget to
invent an
appealing title

TITLE

It is widely believed that.... but, what would you think if I told you that the reality is
quite different?
Can you imagine...
What would you think about + v-ing?
You might think that...., but what would you think if I told you that the reality is
quite different?
Have you ever...?

INFORMAL
STYLE!!

Set some
examples
whenever
possible

-

In my opinion...

-

In my view

-

I think that...

-

I believe that...

-

As far as Im concerned,...

Sum up what you
sad in the article and
give your opinion.
Don´t forget a great
ending!

ESSAY

(NO TITLE)

-

Some people think/believe/claim that

-

It is sometimes said that

-

It could be argued that

-

It is widely believed

ALWAYS use
the PASSIVE,
to introduce an
essay.

You can use
numbers or
bullet points to
make a list

FORMAL
STYLE

-

To sum up

-

In conclusion

-

On balance, I feel that

-

In my opinion

-

In my view

EXPRESS
YOUR
PERSONAL
OPINION

